
Richard (Dick) Davis, A Long Time 

Significant Contributor To Shuffleboard!! 

Dick Davis of Avon Park Shuffleboard Club is 

shown here holding his Cue, a Cue that 

belonged to either his Mother or Father who 

also were significant contributors to the 

Avon Park Club. Dick’s association with 

Avon Park began in 1987.   

Dick’s Father and Mother, George & Clara 

Davis were in charge of shuffleboard at Avon 

for four years beginning in 1982.  During that 

same period and for the next 15 years, Dick 

& Clara provided lessons.   

Dick must have benefited from some of those 

lessons as the record shows that he was a 

shuffler in demand as a partner for some of 

the very best Pros!!  Dick will tell you that he 

has lost much of that skill set, but don’t you 

believe it!!!   Kitchen is a big part of his game 

and nothing makes him happier that to be 

able to drop his opponent into the kitchen 

when that is what the situation requires.   

 

Dick is seldom without that pleasant smile; 

Dick is seldom without a “good story”, and when he finishes with the story, you too have a smile and a 

desire to be able to relate the story as he did!   

The Davis family, originally from Maine, has left a legacy far in excess of the 

norm.  Dick has continued to build on that legacy, first by hosting the George and 

Clara Memorial Tournament.  Pic on the right is of Dick at one such event; 

George and Clara are in the photo on the table.    

Later Dick became the sponsor of the very special Avon Park Thanksgiving Day 

Classic.   This major event attracted in excess of 80 participants annually for 

many years.  The Avon Park Club, Ralph Day in particular, organized this event.     

Dick has served in many positions on the Board of Avon Park, including that of 

President.   Next time you see Dick, why not acknowledge the contribution of the 

Davis Family!!  He will undoubtedly tell you a great story!!   
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